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Chinese New Year: 2012 Year of the Dragon 

  

For youth, the significance of holidays often lies with the pure celebratory aspects that 

they entail, whether it is getting gifts, attending parties, or other events.  There is 

undoubtedly value in taking time out to enjoy oneself.  A very significant purpose in 

celebrating holidays is to celebrate, and maintain, culture.  For Chinese in America, 

this is a difficult task, as many cultural holidays are not celebrated at a high level.   

 

What we sought to do was to have youth provide reports on how they celebrated 

Chinese New Year this year (1/23/2012 to 2/6/2012).  Chinese New Year is the most 

significant traditional holiday to Chinese people, and it is furthermore, a holiday that 

American society recognizes, to a certain extent.  We wanted youth to learn as much as 

they could about Chinese New Year and its traditions.  We encouraged them to go out 

and interview others to help enhance their knowledge and understanding of the 

intertwining of culture and holidays.  We hoped, through it, that they would gain a 

greater appreciation of their background, as well as to gain a better understanding of 

oneself.   
 

 

Chinese New Year Poem 

 

Dragons       Catherine Dang 

 

What are dragons? 

Dragons are long, scaly, fiery, great, 

Peaceful, careful, caring, un-hate, 

Flying, gliding, looping, soaring, 

Growling, purring, hissing, roaring 

Shimmering, sparkling, glowing, bright, 

Dancing with sound and light. 

Friendly, gentle, calm, shy, 

Touching the almighty sky. 

Swirling, twirling, 

Flipping, dipping, 

That is a dragon. 

 
By Catherine Dang 



 Chinese New Year: How We Celebrate 

 

Chinese New Year Survey 

         Jasmine Wung         How We Celebrate:                                                         

 

Ashley Lin 

Chinese New Year is one of the 

most important holidays for our family 

since we don’t celebrate Western 

holidays.  We do a lot of things to 

celebrate.  The week before, our whole 

family helps clean the house because 

tradition says that sweeping clean the house 

chases away bad omens.  Someone neatly 

writes 春, 福, and 恭喜發財, and other common sayings in calligraphy.  I am in charge of putting 

them.  Each phrase has a specific place in the house.  For example, matching lines go on either side 

of a door and things about food go in the kitchen or dining room. 

            On New Year’s Eve, my mom cooks a lot of delicious food that we look forward to each 

year.  Each dish often has a special meaning to it.  For example, fish represents prosperity and 

wealth, dumplings also represent prosperity since they represent “gold nuggets”, and rice cakes 

mean good fortune. Whether these beliefs are true or not, the best part is that they taste 

good!  Unlike New Year’s Eve in other countries, we don’t count down to midnight.  We do try to 

stay up all night, though, as it is meant to suggest that your family can live a long life.  However, 

Chinese New Year’s is not an official holiday in the US, we can’t do that unless the New Year’s 

Eve is over the weekend because I need sleep before a school day. 

After 15 days, there is the Lantern Festival. In the evening, my mom cooks 湯圓 (Rice 

balls, both sweet and salty).  In Taiwan, children would carry paper lanterns in different shapes, 

and people would go around guessing the riddles hung in different booths. After the Lantern 

Festival, businesses and schools start up again, and people have to wait until next year! 

            Chinese New Year means a lot to me. It means fun, food, excitement and the start of a new 

year! 

 

Catherine Dang 

Normally for Chinese New Year, my family likes to go to festivals. Every year, we go to 

Lake Forest Mall and watch the performances there. This year, my brother signed up for the 

Dragon Dance. At Lake Forest Mall, we watched the Lion Dance, Dragon Dance (they 

encouraged audience participation), Martial Arts performances (which involved people of all 

ages, including a toddler!), two people with Chinese yo-yos, and a girl playing a jing erhu. 

This year, we also went to a high school to see a Chinese New Year celebration on 

February 2. We watched several dances, a children’s choir, Korean drums, women dancing with 

umbrellas, a Mongolian snake dance, a woman playing a long piano piece by memory, martial 

arts, and my brother also helped perform the Dragon Dance. 

What do you do for Chinese New Year? 

Red Envelopes 7 

Eat a feast 3 

Go to a Festival 2 

Go to Family’s House 2 

Nothing 8 



Shawn Zhao 

 
On January 22

nd
, 2012, my Chinese 

school had a Chinese New Year’s festival. 

Chinese New Year is when the 12 Lunar 

months are over and marks the start of a new 

Lunar year. When a full moon occurs, one 

Lunar month is over.  On our calendar, 

Chinese New Year starts at a different date 

each year because we use the Gregorian 

calendar, which has 365 days in a year, 

unless it is a leap year, which occurs every 4 

years and adds a day onto the calendar.  This 

year, Chinese New Year started on January 

23, 2012. The Chinese Zodiac is: rat (鼠), ox 

(牛), tiger (虎), rabbit (兔), dragon (龙), 

snake (蛇), horse (马), sheep (羊), monkey 

(猴), chicken (鸡), dog (狗), and pig (豬). 

This year is the 龙年, year of the dragon.   

The school celebration started with a 

Chinese instrument show with the 二胡 and 

琵琶 players performing their pieces. The 

sound of the combination of the two 

instruments playing together created good 

harmony. 二胡 and 琵琶 are two Chinese 

music instruments.  An 二胡 is an 

instrument that looks like a violin, and you 

use a bow to play it, but it is much longer, 

thinner, and only has two strings.  At the 

bottom of the 二胡 there is a sound 

resonator box, and at the top there are two 

little knobs which you use to adjust the 

tightness of the strings. A 琵琶 is an 

instrument that looks like the banjo, has four 

strings, and is played by plucking and 

strumming the strings. The sound is more 

peaceful and calmer. 

After they finished, we took a short 

break and, since this festival was performed 

at church, our principal asked Church Elder 

Rudy Lee to give a speech. He encouraged 

us to learn Chinese well because we will 

need it in our lives.  

After that, the Pre-K, Kindergarten, and 

first grade classes sang 新年好. After they 

finished, the first, second, and third grade 

classes sang 贺新年. After all of them were 

finished, third grade class performed 诗歌表

演 and 新年新年多可爱. Then, the fourth 

graders sang 春天在哪里. Then, the fifth 

graders, which was my class, came up and 

said 十二生肖来拜年. I got picked as the 牛. 

Just as we thought the festival was over, 

some little girls from our Chinese School 

dancing cultural class came up on stage and 

started performing a little tap dance with red 

ribbons. A girl named Angela danced a 

traditional Chinese dance to end the show. 

She also danced at Lakeforest Mall.   

Each student who performed got a 红包 

with a 1 dollar coin inside. Giving 红包 is a 

tradition in Chinese New Year celebration as 

it symbolizes good wishes for being 

prosperous in the New Year.  Then our 

principal asked everybody who was wearing 

a 唐装 to come up to take pictures. I was 

wearing a white one, which many people 

said looked like a martial arts uniform, since 

it had dragons on it. So I went up, with a lot 

of other people, and many people took 

pictures of us. After that was over, all the 

kids rushed up to form a line to take the 

many tasty snacks. It was an awesome 

experience! Next year I will do this again! 

 

 



Derek Chu 

 
Every Chinese New Year, my family and I either go to a friend's house, or friends come to our 

house. The children usually let the adults do the talking while we play video games on Xbox or Wii. This 

year, my friends came over to our house. The party was on Sunday, from 5pm to 12am. Since that was a 

3-day weekend, we could stay up late. I spent most of the time playing video games or nerf-warring with 

my friends. It was fun, but sadly, I lost all the rounds.  Afterwards, it was time for dinner. There were so 

many varieties of food that it was hard to pick, as they all looked so attractive. The one thing I had to have 

was dumplings. Dumplings (饺子）are shaped like a gold ingot, so they symbolize wealth and prosperity. 

Another tradition for Chinese New Year is to eat fish. There is a Chinese idiom called 年年有余 because 

鱼 (fish) and 余(leftover) have the same pronunciation.  People created 年年有"鱼", which means there's 

"fish" every year (to eat). 年年有"余", on the other hand, means there's leftover money, sometimes food, 

every year. It is just for luck. After dinner, the children were allowed to keep playing, but I had a cramp 

that prevented me from moving too much. The rest of the party passed like a blur, from nerf wars to 

computer games. Soon, it was time for the party to end. After I said good-bye to my friends, I thought I 

could just fall into my bed and go to sleep, but I couldn't because I had to clean up the mess that my 

friends and I made. That's one of the reasons I dislike having a party at our house. Finally, at one o'clock, 

I could go to sleep. I like the parties, but also understand that Chinese New Year is about enjoying time 

with family and friends. 

 

Michael Chen 

 
My family never celebrated Chinese New Year in a big way.  My mother used to tell 

me how Lunar New Year was a big holiday in China and that people celebrated it just like how 

Americans celebrate Christmas here.  She told me how, when she was my age, Chinese New Year was 

always a happy time for her.  My mom shared how she could wear new clothes and shoes, like all the 

other children, how she could eat delicious food and candy, and also that she could get money from 

family. My mother also told me how the atmosphere for Chinese New Year in America was not the same 

as in China. I remember how a few years ago, we simply went to my mom's friend's potluck party.  In 

other years, we would go to Chinese restaurants.  Thus, Chinese New Year never felt important to me, 

because I always could wear new clothes or shoes if I wore them out, not just on Chinese New Year. If I 

wanted, my mom would always make good food for me. If I asked, we could always go to restaurants.  
This year's, we took a trip to New York for Chinese New Year’s. I had a chance to celebrate and 

learn about the exciting atmosphere that it can create. There was a huge crowd of people in Chinatown. 

All the Chinese stores had scrolls on the doors and I could read most of them. Many of the scrolls were 

about New Year’s wishes.  Suddenly, I heard someone shout, "Look, they are coming!" I saw dragons 

moving forward. Two people handled the outer covering of one dragon. All the dragons had different, 

bright colors with oriental designs. It was the Year of the Dragon. We saw a lot of parade floats, dances, 

and bands. I got a lot of gifts from the parade and heard the cheers and sound for the fireworks.  

After the parade, we went shopping. My mom bought candy, crackers and some traditional 

Chinese treats to celebrate. We went to a restaurant where we had to wait about one hour. I can tell that 

everyone enjoyed the moment. There was a lot of smiling, shopping and cheering. Everyone seemed very 

happy. I was also happy. I could feel the atmosphere of Chinese New Year, something I never felt before 

in my life. Next Chinese New Year Eve, I will say to my mom, “Happy Chinese New Year and don't 

forget my money!” 



Andy Jin 

 

Chinese New Year, the Spring Festival, 

is a very interesting holiday.  First, it goes by the 

lunar calendar, so it is never celebrated on the 

same date on the solar calendar.  Chinese New 

Year starts on the first new moon of the year. 

The farmers marked it as the end of winter and 

the beginning of spring.  The legend goes that a 

beast, 年, comes every year to terrorize a town. 

To scare away the beast, people put up red 

things and made loud noises, such as setting off 

firecrackers.  Also, to chase away evil spirits, 

they clean the house before the New Year. 

            On New Year’s Eve, family members get 

together and eat a feast.  Each dish has a special 

meaning.  My family ate four dishes, one soup 

and 年糕（rice cakes）.  One of the most 

common dishes is fish (年年有余).  年年有余 is 

an idiom wishing for “years of brimful 

happiness.”  The head of the fish points to the 

eldest person to show respect.  Another dish is 

spareribs with spinach (高升排骨, 高升）.  高

升 expresses hopes for promotion. We also had 

braised bamboo shoots with shiitake mushroom 

(竹报平安, 平安).  平安 means “I hope you 

have a peaceful year”.  We had golden 

mushrooms with tofu (如意豆腐，如意), which 

means your wishes will come true.  We also ate 

hot pot (火锅, 红红火火).  红红火火 means to 

have a prosperous new year.  The whole family 

stays up until midnight.  After midnight, 

Chinese people put out firecrackers to scare the 

beast away.  Most Chinese people make 

homemade dumplings for New Year Day’s 

breakfast.  We made a ton of dumplings while 

we watched the Spring Festival Gala on TV!  

            The next morning was a blast!  The 

children put on new clothes and say “We wish 

you a prosperous and happy new year” (恭喜发

财 and 新年快乐) to their elders.  Afterwards, 

the children all get red envelopes (红包) from 

their elders.  In the 红包, there is money. Then, 

they eat the dumplings from  New 

Year’s Eve.  Other food, like 

tangerines and oranges are had 

because of their special meaning. 

Tangerines stand for good luck, while 

oranges stand for money and wealth.  

During the day, performers perform 

lion dances and children put out firecrackers 

again.  Chinese New Year is an interesting and 

very important aspect of Chinese culture. 

 

Eva Fulton 

 
I celebrated Chinese New Year by 

eating out of a hot pot for dinner and eating red 

bean rice cakes for dessert.  I received red 

envelopes, with money inside, from my mom, 

dad, aunt, and grandmother.  On the second 

night of Chinese New Year, we call Chinese 

family members and say 恭喜 (congratulations), 

People have passed down a story about a 

Chinese New Year monster named 年 (Year).  

He likes to eat animals and people, so to scare 

him away, you wear red clothing, hang up red 

pieces of paper on your door, and heat bamboo 

outside.  The monster doesn’t like the color red 

and the popping sound of burning bamboo. 

Chinese New Year is also called Lunar 

New Year. Chinese New Year is based on a 

lunar calendar. The lunar cycle takes about 29.5 

days.  Lunar calendars add a month into the 

calendar every few years.  It’s similar to adding 

a day on leap year.  According to the lunar 

calendar, Chinese New Year falls on a different 

date each year.  New Year’s Eve and New 

Year’s Day is celebrated as a family affair, as 

people get together and give thanks.  It was 

traditionally highlighted as a religious ceremony 

to honor Heaven and Earth, the family ancestors, 

and the gods of the household.  A big feast is 

prepared for everyone, and it is “shared” with 

the spirit of ancestors. On the last night of 

Chinese New year the children come out and 

have a Lantern Festival. 

Happy Chinese New Year and I hope 年 

(Year) doesn’t eat you! 



Chinese New Year Interviews 

 

Ashley Lin  

 

Interviews with Friends  Interviewing My Parents 

 
Wendy Yin: (Chinese) 
What do you know about Chinese New Year? 
Chinese New Year is a holiday that is celebrated 

on the first day of the year based on the lunar 

calendar. The celebration lasts fifteen days. 

 

What do you do during Chinese New Year? 
I eat "special" food, I get red envelopes, and I 

call my relatives in China to wish them a happy 

new year. 

 

Anna Zhang: (Chinese) 

What do you know about Chinese New Year? 
These 12 animals represent the rotating 12-year 

cycle that is the basis of the Chinese Zodiac. 

Red and gold are lucky colors, you eat a feast 

with your family, and you must clean everything 

in your house to start fresh again this year. 

What do you do during Chinese New Year? 

I eat my mom's wonderful spring rolls, 

dumplings, rice cakes, and rice. 

 

Chloe Andresol: (from Haiti) 

What is a holiday that is important to your 

background or culture? 

Well, an important holiday in Haitian culture is 

Haitian Independence Day. Haitian 

Independence Day is celebrated because it was 

the day Haiti gained its freedom from France. 

 

What do you usually do during that holiday, 

and why is it important? 

On Haitian Independence Day (Jan. 1), we eat a 

soup called Soup Joumou. Soup Joumou is 

important because when Haitians were slaves to 

the French, they were not allowed to eat soup 

(which is weird, but true). And when Haiti 

gained freedom from the French (they were the 

first African nation to gain independence), they 

gathered all the vegetables they had and made a 

huge soup called Soup Joumou.  It was a way to 

show that everyone was equal. 

 

What do you think Chinese New Year is 

about? 

Mom and Dad: It is about family reunions. All 

the relatives and family members that are out of 

the area come back and celebrate together. 

 

Why do you think it is important to have 

Chinese New Year? 

Mom and Dad: Family is very important. 

Getting back together makes everyone happy 

and truly appreciate everyday luxuries.  

 

What did you or your family do for Chinese 

New Year when you were little? 

Mom: All our relatives met at our grandparents’ 

house. First comes the traditional dinner, but we 

didn’t eat anything that special because we were 

all busy playing a game called 三六, a type of 

gambling. I played with my cousins, and 

everyone has lots and lots to say. We could talk 

forever if we wanted to! 

Dad: We got money from our parents, played 

with firecrackers, and eat! If there was nothing 

else to do, we would go back to work in the rice 

fields. 

 

What are the differences between Chinese 

New Year now and in the past? 

Mom: Well, in the past our parents made new 

clothes and shoes for us to wear in the New Year. 

Now people don’t usually buy new clothes 

because they already have a lot. Also, Chinese 

New Year was a very special time in the olden 

days. Only during that time did people eat meat. 

Nowadays we can eat meat every single day, so 

it isn’t as significant.  

Dad: In the olden days Chinese New Year was 

very local; you celebrated only once a year. It’s 

not as fun now either.



Eva Fulton 

 

Interview with Mom 

 

What kind of traditions did you have for 

Chinese New Year as kid?  

I helped my mom clean the house, prepare meals, 

and get new clothes.  On New Year’s Eve we ate 

a hot pot with the whole family, and we say 恭

喜發財 (congratulations and I hope you will get 

a lot of money) to everybody and get 紅包 (red 

envelopes) from my parents.  At New Year’s 

Day, we went visit other family members and 

friends, and receive more 紅包 (red envelopes).  

At night I played with fire crackers with some of 

my neighbors or friends.   

 

Did you go to other people house or were you 

the host?  

At 除 夕  (New Year’s Eve), we celebrate at 

home; on 初一, (New Year’s Day) we usually 

went to visit other people, especially older 

people, 初二(The second day of  New Year’s) 

our mother has to take us back to her born 

family.   

 

Did anyone wear something special?  

The color of red is good luck for everyone and 

everything; we also wear brand new clothes. 

 

Interview with Dad 

 

What holiday is important to you?  

Thanksgiving  

 

Why was that holiday important to you?  

Because my family always gets together and has 

a good time.  We say what are thankful for.   

 

How did you celebrate that holiday as a kid?  

We went to my grandmother’s house and she 

always cooked a lot of good food like a big 

turkey and pies.   

 

What did you eat?  

First is tortellini soup, then Turkey, sweet 

potatoes, cranberry jelly, pumpkin pie for desert.     

 

Did people come to you or did you go to 

others?   

Now we switch between my sister’s house, my 

mom’s house and our house.  

 

Did you do anything special?  

No.  That’s what I like about this holiday 

because nothing expensive and everybody is 

getting together.   

 

Interview with Shih Yun-Luan 

 

What special things did you eat?  

Fish, chicken, duck, and red bean rice cakes.   

 

Did you do anything special?  

You have to clean the house, make special meals 

for the goddess first, and all non-married young 

adults have to come home before New Year’s 

Eve. At the New Year’s Eve dinner everybody 

have to sit together and eat hot pot. After dinner, 

past midnight you have to say 恭 喜 發 財 

(congratulations and I hope you get a lot of 

money) to each other, then the older people will 

give the 紅包 (red envelopes) to kids.  After that 

kids will play with fire crackers outside with 

friends and neighbors.   

 

What special things can’t you do and why?  

Sweeping the floor and cleaning the house. The 

reason you can’t do those things during New 

Year Period because we believe that you’re 

sweeping away your good luck.   

Don’t get angry, even when kids break 

something or do something that makes you mad. 

Instead, you have say something good for good 

luck. 

Also, do not take out the trash.  It’s because we 

believe that you will throw away your good luck.  

 



Shawna Dougherty  

 

Interviewing My Parents:  

I decided to interview my parents. My mom is Taiwanese and my dad is 

American. 
 

Mom’s interview: 

 

What about Chinese New Year stands out to you? What do you value and think is important about 

it? 

 

It’s about our culture and we would like to continue and celebrate that linkage. Celebrating Chinese New 

Year is a way to connect to our culture. Chinese New Year is the most important of all Chinese 

celebrations. The embedded meaning of celebrating Chinese New Year manifests itself in honoring our 

long history of culture. In addition, Chinese New Year represents out with the old, and in with the new. 

It’s a time to harvest the crops of the old year and prepare to plant new crops for the New Year, the cycle 

of prosperity. 

 

What Chinese New Year things did you do growing up? If there are things you don’t do, why? 

 

Upon Chinese New Year, we cleaned up the house and got rid of the old junk. We also went out to get 

new clothes, new shoes, and a new outfit. On Chinese New Year’s Eve, we had a family reunion by 

having a rich dinner; a big Chinese meal. We usually had dumplings and fish. Dumplings mean good 

fortune and fish means we have good fortune, good luck, and something left for the New Year. On 

Chinese New Year’s Eve, our parents also gave us red envelopes. We stayed up the whole night; it 

represents our parents’ longevity. On the first day of Chinese New Year, we set off the firecrackers in the 

early morning and we went out to our relatives house to say “gong xi fa cai” and other positive words. 

Throughout the whole Chinese New Year, only positive words were to be spoken. If children cry during 

the Chinese New Year, it’s not a good sign. On the fifteenth day of Chinese New Year, we had rice balls 

to give it a well-done closure. Well, first, Chinese New Year is not a holiday in the United States, so we 

still have to go to work, go to school; we don’t have vacation for it. Secondly, because it’s not a holiday, 

it’s not stressed enough as American holidays. We don’t particularly go out to get a new outfit for 

Chinese New Year. We also don’t have our Chinese relatives here, in America. 

 

Dad’s interview: 
 

What about Chinese New Year stands out to you? What do you value and think is important about 

it? 

 

It’s important to celebrate the Chinese New Year, even though I’m not Chinese. My child is Taiwanese 

and it’s important for her to learn about her culture. Through my daughter and my wife, I’m getting a 

better understanding of the importance of Chinese New Year celebrations. 

 

 

What Chinese New Year things did you do growing up? If there were things you don’t do, why? 

 

Well, growing up in Iowa, we didn’t celebrate Chinese New Year when I was a kid because no one in my 

family was Chinese. Now, I like celebrating Chinese New Year with my family and eating all the 

delicious Chinese food and watching the celebrations. 



Catherine Dang  
 

Interview with Kevin Lin – Cousin: 
What do you do during Chinese New Year? 

Relatives and friends gather together to eat and talk. The children play and laugh 

together and get red envelopes with money. 

 

What do you know about Chinese New Year? 

China has its own calendar called the Lunar Calendar. People of all Asian ethnicities celebrate the Spring 

Festival. Every Chinese person knows about the history of ancient Chinese New Year. 

 

Interview with Rosemary Que – Mother: 
What did you do during Chinese New Year when you were a kid? 

I was born in a city called Guang-Zhou, also called the Flower City. There was an entire street dedicated 

to selling flowers, all kinds of flowers, on Chinese New Year. This city has nearly no winter, and flowers 

grow during winter. Farmers set up bamboo racks and sold fresh flowers every day, called the Flower 

Market, and it lasted fifteen days. They sold kumquats. These fruits did not taste good, but they looked 

good, and they were a symbol of luckiness. They are like Christmas trees, except it’s for Chinese New 

Year. People also got small peach trees. Young men and woman bought it because it supposedly helped 

them find a lover. Besides flowers, we visited friends and teachers to say Happy New Year. We didn’t 

have many performances in the city. If people got married, the daughter would visit their mother on the 

second day of the New Year. In the countryside, there were more dragon dances and lots of firecrackers. 

When I visited my mom, she gave me red cards with money, except they weren’t fancy. She would use 

red paper, and put money in it and wrap it up. She would also dye eggshells red and we would eat the red 

eggs. We rode on bicycles and went from house to house in a group of ten to twenty people. 

 

What is different about what we do here and what you did? 

Here there are a lot more performances, but where I lived in the countryside, there weren’t many 

performances. Sometimes at the farmer’s market there would be dances. 

 

 

 
 

Instructors’ Note:   

 
It is our hope, as instructors, that through this, the students have grasped a 

better understanding of not only Chinese New Year, but also a better 

understanding as to how culture can be maintained abroad.  We hope that 

they have gained a better appreciation of their cultural background. 

 

The final aspect of this month’s focus was assigned to our editors.  

Celebrating Chinese New Year is obviously different in America than it 

would be in Asia, and as such, it leads to a question - what does “Chinese” 

mean for the next generation?  It’s a tough question for them to answer, and 

they did a great job with it. 

 



Defining “Chinese” 
 

Joanne Chen 
  

When someone says the word 

“Chinese” to me, I immediately think of the 

unique and special aspects of Chinese 

culture and traditions that are celebrated by 

Chinese people. As an Asian American, I 

am exposed to both American and Chinese 

cultures, but I am mostly surrounded by 

American customs. In America, people use 

the Gregorian calendar and their zodiac is 

based on astronomy and a monthly cycle. 

On the other hand, Chinese people mainly 

used the lunar calendar and their zodiac is 

based on a 12 year cycle that uses animals as 

signs. In addition, in America, Thanksgiving 

is a very important holiday, whereas in 

China, holidays such as the Spring Festival 

are very essential.  

The vast difference between each 

countries culture is what fascinates me the 

most as I am in the middle.  Growing up in 

America, I always used the Gregorian 

calendar, which strictly follows the phases 

of the sun (solar), whereas Chinese people 

used the lunar calendar, which follows the 

phases of the moon. My grandfather loves to 

celebrate his birthdays, so when he turned 

80 years old, we celebrated his birthday 

twice – one on March 14
th

 (solar) and 

another one, often in April, based on the 

lunar calendar! 

The American and Chinese zodiac is 

different in terms of the signs they each use 

to represent people: star signs, such as Aries, 

Leo, and Cancer, are opposed by animal 

signs, such as the rat, ox, and monkey. Each 

zodiac is very similar because the signs are 

supposed to represent a person’s overall 

characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses.  

That said, the characteristics of each zodiac 

can lead to contrasts.  For example, as an ox 

myself, I am persistent, honest, and simple, 

but as an Aries, I am a leader, loving, and 

out-going. 

Holidays are a time where family 

and friends get together to be thankful for 

the past and to celebrate the history or 

stories that formed the traditions that they 

commemorate today. Thanksgiving traces 

back to the 1600’s, where the Native 

Americans helped a colony of Pilgrims 

produce a good harvest and feast. As a result, 

people now gather together on that date to 

give grace and have a big feast with a turkey. 

The Spring Festival (Chinese New Year) is 

one of the most important Chinese holidays, 

where a common, reoccurring theme is 

“good luck.” Families have certain traditions 

that will grant them good luck for the New 

Year. For example, people clean their 

houses to sweep away bad sprits, wear the 

color red, and eat food which symbolizes 

luck, such as sticky rice cakes and fish. 

There are legends of the mythical beast, 

Nian (年), which helped create these 

common traditions celebrated today. 

My family uses both calendars and 

zodiacs, and we celebrate both American 

and Chinese holidays. Being exposed to 

both cultures gives Asian Americans two 

different perspectives. American traditions 

represent our new future and opportunities 

waiting to come, while Chinese traditions 

represent our entire legacy and ancestors. 

 

 



Jasmine Wung 
 

A dictionary definition of Chinese would be: “Of or relating to China or its peoples, 

languages, or cultures.” It does not elaborate on the people, language, or culture.  Chinese people 

are stereotyped as yellow, small-eyed, and short. Apparently, everyone of Asian descent is 

excellent at math and ambitious. Stereotypes are widely held, oversimplified ideas about a group 

of people. That said, yes, our skin has slight undertones of yellow, our eyes are smaller than most 

peoples’, and some Chinese people are shorter than average, but the other stereotypes are 

unacceptable. There’s no denying that a large group of Chinese students excel in math, but not 

all Chinese are math geniuses. Your success depends on what you do and how hard you work.   

Chinese language is really fun to learn, even if it is so hard to perfect. Every word has a 

certain pronunciation and a certain way to write it, one stroke after the other. Sometimes my dad 

accuses me of drawing when I take a shortcut and connect two strokes that are supposed to be 

separated. Likewise, every time I hear an American speak Chinese fluently, I am amazed at how 

they can get all the accents right when even I have trouble doing that. I have a Korean friend who 

loves talking in Chinese. She takes Spanish but still asks me how to say useless things in Chinese, 

like “I am an airplane”. It’s quite amusing, especially when she says it wrong. She thinks 

Chinese culture is a bit strange, but I’m not used to her Korean culture either. We have a very 

interesting relationship.   

Chinese culture is so diverse. There are so many unique foods that you can only find in 

Asia, or an Asian restaurant. They have special holidays like Chinese New Year, Lantern 

Festival, Dragon Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, and Mid- Autumn Festival. China is also the 

world’s oldest existing civilization. Their ancient architecture and artifacts never fail to astound 

visitors and make them wonder how they could survive the test of time for so long. It’s amazing 

how Chinese spun legends to explain everything, such as the zodiac animals. Chinese history and 

culture is so beautiful and complex that it’s hard to believe that, after all these years, it hasn’t 

changed dramatically. 



The Jeremy Lin Phenomenon:  What can we learn from him? 

 

The success of Jeremy Lin in the NBA has been a bright light for Asian Americans.  

He rose to stardom in a field where Asians are often denigrated.  It is a huge source of 

pride, for Asian Americans, to see one of their own succeed, and excel, in athletics and 

overcome stereotypes. 

 There is a lot that can be taken away from his story.  Jeremy Lin was lucky in 

many respects.  He's significantly taller than his parents, and the Knicks nearly cut him 

before giving him a look.  What is more important, though, was when the opportunity 

came, Jeremy Lin was prepared to take advantage of his "luck", and thus, succeed.  He 

worked hard to develop his skills, and was ready when his opportunity came. 

 We asked students to get some feedback and share their opinions on Jeremy Lin. 

 

Shawna Dougherty – Interviewing my parents about Jeremy Lin 
 

My mom is a huge fan of him because he represents Taiwan and she is a native. My dad is 

American, but still likes Jeremy Lin. 

 

Mom’s interview: 

 

Q: What is your favorite thing about Jeremy Lin? 

A: He seems like he never gives up, which is good. 

Q: Where did you first hear about Jeremy Lin? 

A: I was watching the internet news. 

Q: Why do you like him? 

A: His image helps to eliminate the stereotypes of how people see Asians. He is also a good 

basketball player. 

 

Dad’s interview: 

 

Q: What is your favorite thing about Jeremy Lin? 

A: That he was undiscovered, come out of nowhere, and was very able to compete with all of the 

professional players. 

Q: Where did you first hear about Jeremy Lin? 

A: On the internet. 

Q: Why do you like him? 

A: I like him because he is unique and he came from being undiscovered to being a very good 

professional basketball player. It shows that there’s a lot of undiscovered talent in the world. 



What We Can Learn From Jeremy Lin? 

Ashley Lin 

 In the past few weeks, the name “Jeremy Lin” has been heard everywhere, including on the radio, 

news, and by people talking to each other.  Some students in our school got a Lin jersey! How did he become 

so famous in just a few weeks?  He persevered and worked hard. 

 Perseverance means that, even if you fail in something, you still keep on trying until you can do it.  You 

have to show persistence in life.  We can apply this to our daily lives through not being upset when you can’t 

do something right. For instance, if you don’t get a math problem on your homework, you should keep 

working on it until you know what it means.  If you can’t do it, you should ask someone to help you. 

 Hard work is a must for any kind of success. If you want to get an A on your next test or your report 

card, you have to put in hard work. If you want to make the basketball team like Jeremy Lin did, you have to 

put in hard work. It’s something you really need to do; otherwise nothing will be in your favor.   

 Also, you have to overcome other people’s laughing and teasing of you to do well. Jeremy Lin was 

laughed at because he was Chinese and nobody thought Chinese people could do well in any sport, especially 

basketball, because they are usually short.  Jeremy didn’t care, and went on to be famous because you can’t be 

afraid of being laughed at. If you listen to your friends teasing you about how you can’t do something and you 

think, “If my friends are teasing me, I probably can’t do it anyway,” and abandon it, you’re not going to get 

anywhere because you’re afraid of being laughed at. 

 By preparing yourself with these essential life skills, you can ready to go if the chance comes for you to 

be successful and become famous. Jeremy Lin had just the right luck and the essential skills that, when the 

time came, he was able to get on the team and succeed because he was prepared. Jeremy Lin is a great role 

model to learn from.  You don’t need to try out for a team to learn lessons from his story, but you have to be 

prepared for what’s coming ahead. 

 


